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Pisa

Adabtable design to
support learning!
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Pisa

Pisa is a complitely Finnish product family. Its’
innovative features guarantee easy functionality
and Pisa’s measurements are efficient for the
space. The light pipe frame creates a playful look
and it can be painted according to the RAL color
chart. Laminate colors are available with Isku’s
wide color range.
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Pisa 1000 chair is
highly stackable and
has a strong structure.
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Pisa 1001 loop-legged chair is
light, stackable and linkable.
Linking fulfils the EN14703
standard.
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Pisa 1002 cross base chair
can be equiped with
aluminum or plastic cross
base. The cross base is
available with castors or
leg pads. Chair is height
adjustable and the sitting
height with wheels is 35-45
cm.
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Chairs with linking cross
each others. The loop-legged
chair creative shape allows
linking straight from the leg pads
when parts are less exposed to
hits and scratches.

All chair models are
available with hanging
hooks. The transparent material
of the hanging hooks reflects the
color of the base and makes the
hook invisible. Melamine and
laminate table tops are used with
chairs with hanging hooks.

The loop-legged chair
and four point leg chair
are stackable and they have
their own chair trolley.
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Pisa 1400 table is steady, pipe
frame with stand pair universal
table. Table tops can be 70 or
80 cm deep and 120-200 cm
long.

Pisa 1402 conference tables are stackabe and comes
with linking without seperate parts. Conference tables are
easily adabtable and have a light pipe framed look.
The smaller Pisa 1402 conference table bodies are for
table tops V6 (60x45), V12 (120x45). Larger bodies are
for cast edge tops 70x50, 130x50 cm.

Pisa 1401 is elegant seperate
leg, that can be fitted with
both round and rectangle
tops.
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Easy stacking allows for
efficient use of the space!

www.isku.com
Isku is a Finnish family business founded in 1928 in Lahti. Isku designs, manufactures and markets furniture
and holistic interior design solutions for homes, schools, offices, health care and all public spaces. In addition to a chain of stores covering all of Finland, Isku operates in the Nordic countries, the Baltic countries,
Poland, Russia and the Middle East. Isku’s own furniture factories are located in Lahti. Isku complies with the
ISO 9001 quality system, and actively develops ecological production: Isku was the first in the industry to be
awarded the ISO 14001 environmental certificate, and today, its entire production is PEFC certified, meaning that the origins of all wood used by Isku is known and that the wood has been produced according
to the principles of sustainable development.
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